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Islam is the only religion ......................by the Almighty.

known happened provided approved

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

..................................is at the center and foundation of Islam.

The Holy prophet Allah

The Holy Quran Sovereignty

2-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The new community .....................by Abraham at mecca recognized only the sovereignty of Allah.

foundation obligation dependence reliability

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In theology, creation constitutes the very starting point of all discussions in the form of the

opposition between ......................and eternity.

permanence Divine consciousness

temporality intention

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The prophet ............................. the neglect and exploitation of orphans and widows.

created denounced concentrated defined

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The aim of Islam is to direct the community to a higher life where man might enjoy the pleasure of

 this world without ......................

corrosively corrosive corrode corrosion

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Allah commanded Muhammad ( S ) to ............................the worship of idols.

preach spread point out wipe out

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In Islam, individual freedom is sacred only as long as he / she doesnot .........................the rights of

others.

notice transgress manifest explain

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The Glorious Quran is a collection of divinely inspired ............................and utterances.

conflicts nomads discourses languages

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Muhammad Rashid Rida , a ( an )..............................of the Egyption Islamic reformation wrote 

that  " Islam cannot live without a sound understanding of the Quran"

patient exponent messenger matter

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The revolution of Imam Hussain ( AS) was a tremendous event which sent a

,..............................through the whole of Islamic society, breaking down the false calmness and

the silience which had wrapped itself around it 

convulsion convention hapiness consideration

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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There are two kinds of verses in the Holy Quran, namely decisive and ..........................., the latter

being those which are capable of different intterpretations.

aggressive allegorical prophetical social

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Islam urges man to .....................for the constant developments of his faculties at every stage of

life.

strive define shift claim

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The ayas whose meanings are ............................should be interpreted by reference to clear ones.

legal latter obscure obvious

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The spirit of Islam is opposed to isolation and ......................

necessity exclusiveness authority legitimacy

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The prophets have been rejected over and over again by ...........................peoples whom God has

therefore punished .

sinful merciful religious distinctive

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The Sura names are simply convenient ways of ...........................them.

including decreasing writing identifying

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Islam had abolished racial hatred and opened the way for human brotherhood and ........................

discrimination literature equality prohibition

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Even in the Meccan period, the Muslims may have participated in the pilgrimage

which........................from those elements which they considered to be pagan accretions.

linking refraining establishing accumuloating

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The .........................is the most famous musannaf.

Sahih of Bukhari Musnad of Ibn Hanbal

Richard Bell Rodwell

20-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Islam is the only religion which has brought ....................to woman.

economy dignity inferiority category

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

According to Quran, it is the history of human struggle for truth and justice that

...........................the truly relevant history of  mankind.

recites believes constitutes observes

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The first distinguishing feature of Quran is the absolute authenticity of its source. the underlined

word means...................
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23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The internal organization of the Umma was based on the profession of a common religion. The

word " Profession " means....................
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24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The first Sufis were wold - denying ascetics who lived in constant fear of hell and wore coarse

garments made of wool. The underlined word means................
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25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

God has provided for creation immutable patterns necessarily followed by every thing which is or

happens therin. The underlined word means................
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26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The knowledge of economic laws enable economics to predict with certainty any future  

prosperity or crisis in the economic life of world.

The underlined word means.................
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27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Allah emerges generous and compassionate . The underlined word means......................
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Almost all the muslim countries have guranteed the principle of equal rights for men and women

in their constitutions. The word " Constitution" means..................
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29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The perfection of knowledge is the affirmation of His verity. The underlined word means

....................
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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